
These new features 
work interactively across 
previous feature sets and 
device boundaries to 
achieve AI enhanced 
capabilities.

Never settle. Always Grow.
IC Realtime remains committed to providing world-class 
customer support, product quality & ease of use.

Protect what matters.

New Tech at IC Realtime

NEW 
TECHNOLOGY 
ADVANCED 
PRODUCTS

iMD 

Perimeter Protection

AI PTZ Auto-Tracking

Facial Recognition

ePOE / POC

iSniper+

What’s New?
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Time is a finite source. 
Take it back with FlexSmariAi.

Why Artificial Intelligence?

Deep learning and algorithm-based 
features work interactively with previous 
feature sets and device boundaries to 
achieve Ai enhanced object detection & 
tracking. 

Each device may have some or all of 
these capabilities on board. Some may 
abide in the camera chips where others 
are in the recorder hardware.

10-Year Warranty
UL Listed
H.265 Compression
No Plugin Interface
Best-in-Class
Integrations

FlexSmartAi Integration
What is new at IC Realtime?

FlexSmartAi references a cross-platform AI capability suite that enhances 
image quality, human/object recognition, and reduces false alerts.

FlexSmartAi cameras represent 
the perfect infusion between Ai 
and optics. Cameras from this line 
excel efficiencies and deliver solid 
results.

FlexSmartAi embedded 
recorders offer the necessary 
technologies to supercharge 
searching abilities and take full 
advantage of machine learning.
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What is FlexSmartAi?
The big question...

FlexSmariAi is the combination of advanced hardware and deep 
learning algorithms brought together to produce exceptional products. 
The features below combine together form the basis for our 
FlexSmartAi.

iSniper
Night Color

iSniper+ cameras are built with an 
ultra-sensitive chipset & onboard 
image warming LED technology. 
Along with AI, these devices are 
the solution to clear vivid imagery.

Perimeter
Protection

Modern technology mimics 
multiple sensors in a single device 
to support deterrence, detection, 
and verification of intrusions to 
reduce the workload and 
minimizes stress.

AI Enhanced
PTZ Auto Tracking

Enables the PTZ to track people 
and/or motor vehicles in 
“user-specified” trigger zones 
(intrusion box, line-crossing) for a 
set timeframe or until the object is 
no longer viewable.

Extended
POE

Standard POE can span 320 feet 
& provide ~10 watts max of 
power to a camera. ePOE 
distances can span over 2600 
feet and can provide 25.4 watts 
for power-hungry devices.

Facial
Recognition

Ai algorithms create and use 
metadata to identify common 
facial attributes and high-level 
emotions. In other words, our 
recorders can capture, record & 
search faces.

Intelligent
Motion Detection

iMD filters irrelevant pixel changes 
and reduces false alerts by up to 
90%. Drastically reducing the 
time, it takes to review history for 
important events or scenes.

Cameras Recorders


